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On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Sams Kebab from Leumeah. Currently, there are 9 meals
and drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can also contact

them through their website. What Abdelrahman Mehilba likes about Sams Kebab:
Mangal chain in general is the best variety of Turkish restaurant and fast food. Antep is a great choice in the

area. Amazing good. Huge plates. Very friendly stuff. A must visit for anyone in the road. I would highly
recommend for the management to change the seats of the front area. They are very low for the table, so it

would be much more convenient to replace them with higher chairs. read more. The restaurant is accessible and
can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physiological limitations. What Sykeo doesn't like about Sams

Kebab:
Me and my 2 family members ordered at the counter only to be judged on how much food we were having (3
meals and 1 garlic bread) we then received the two steak sandwiches in an uneatable state, the steak was

mostly fat and the bread was wet. The other family member ordered a bowl of chips, bacon and cheese, seemed
fine, although do not recommend this place due to the food and rude customer service. Service: Dine in read

more. A visit to Sams Kebab is particularly valuable due to the large selection of coffee and tea specialties, You
shouldn't miss the opportunity to try the delicate pizza, baked fresh in an traditional manner. For the undecided,

the inviting smell of fresh flatbread combined with the tasty, syrupy promise of fresh baklava might be the
necessary push - the Middle East is decidedly closer than expected.
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Appet�er�
NUGGETS

Chicke�
CHICKEN NUGGETS

Turkis� specialtie�
KEBAB

Shake�
SHAKE

S�i�t�
SUPPLI

Ho� drink�
TEA

Deliciou� Sandwiche�
STEAK SANDWICH

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Beverag� an� Sid� Order�
SOFT DRINK

Uncategor�e�
BANGERS & MASH

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PASTA

PANINI

PIZZA

Ingredient� Use�
CHEESE

BACON

MUSHROOMS

CHICKEN
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Opening Hours:
Monday 08:30-17:30
Tuesday 08:30-17:30
Wednesday 08:30-17:30
Thursday 08:30-19:30
Friday 08:30-17:30
Saturday 08:30-17:00
Sunday 09:00-16:30
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